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ABSTRACT
Therapeutic Touch (TT) is a contemporary approach to several ancestral healing practices.
As one of the oldest vibrational therapies still in use, it is expected to act on the balancing of the human being’s energy field, by the laying hands on. The hands are, therefore,
vehicles of comfort, affection, support and healing. This article illustrates a systematic review of the literature (RSL), on the effects of TT in the newborn. Objective: To know the
effect of TT in the newborn. Methods: We carried the research on the Online Knowledge
Library platform (Biblioteca do Conhecimento Online/B-On) by researching on the available electronic databases. The articles which addressed the TT as an intervention in the
newborn were included. From the 237 articles found, eight ones were selected according
to the inclusion criteria previously established. Results: All studies demonstrated benefits of applying TT, such as calming effect after nursing procedures, because it reduces
pain, reduces the motor activity, decreases the level of cortisol, facilitates feeding, suction/
swallowing and thus increases weight, stabilizes vital signs, promotes rest, improves interaction with the environment and saves energy for growth and healing. Conclusions:
The practice of TT in the newborn can contribute to his well-being, bringing him physical,
psychological and spiritual benefits.
Descriptors: Therapeutic Touch, Newborn, Intervention Results.

INTRODUCTION
It was from the practices that all the knowledge was grounded, but the oldest ones are the
practices of caring. Caring... this art which precedes all others, without which it would not
be possible to exist, it is at the origin of all knowledge and in the matrix of all cultures (1).
The nurse, an essential element in health care, must be committed to the promotion, protection, prevention and recovery of health, whether in care, management, teaching or research. In this there is the importance of incorporating, progressively, systematic reviews in
decision making, to make possible the incorporation of Scientific Evidences into practices(2).
The nurse is a caregiver. In order to give an adequate and effective response, it is necessary to act comprehensively, globally, and above all, to meet the other. There are times when
conventional care is not enough. When this happens, complementary therapies, such as
TT, can be (and they are) an efficient way of promoting well-being, insofar as they act to
promote individual balance. Complementary therapies are a possible solution to broaden
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the supply of health care(3). The TT is not applied instead of... but rather in addition to...
more and more, this is a reality in Health Institutions in Portugal. TT is a complementary treatment which does not dispense the conventional treatment, and it is carried out in
parallel with other measures implemented by the health team, it’s not an alternative but
it has a complementary character(4).
In addition to technological advancement, which has been improving technical performance in order to ensure efficient care and effective actions to promote health, hand use
has become the most powerful multipurpose tool in caring. It is an option for Nurses to
act by maintaining the technical quality and offering nursing care based on love of one to
another and effective in relieving pain(5).
Therapeutic touch is a non-invasive holistic method, based on the concept that the human
being has an abundant energy field, which can extend beyond the skin and flows in certain patterns that are intended to be balanced(6).
Therapeutic touch is a powerful strategy of humanization, since, in addition to relieving
pain and providing comfort to the newborn, it favors a closer bond between the patient
and his/her relatives(7).
The initial intention of this RSL was to study the effects of TT in newborns, even during
hospitalization in the maternity ward, in cases of abdominal colic, since it is very frequent
in the first days after birth and constitutes a factor of suffering and anguish for the triad(8).
In an acute situation of abdominal cramps, the newborn presents signs of discomfort and
suffering. If these can be minimized, or even eliminated, through TT, it is an added value
in the contribution of the NB’s well-being in a simple, harmonious, non-pharmacological
and non-invasive way. However, due to the specificity of the subject (abdominal colic), no
scientific studies were found that would serve as a basis for the elaboration of the desired
RSL. Therefore, it was decided to widen the scope of the question in focus to the effect of
TT in the newly regardless of the situation in which they are. As such, studies were included that referred to the effects of TT in newborns, in a more comprehensive survey.
The search for evidence begins with the definition of terms or keywords(9).
Before beginning an RSL, three steps need to be considered: defining the purpose of the
review, identifying the literature, and selecting the possible studies to be included. These
preliminary stages are important, since they help the researchers to adjust the RSL guiding question based on available information on the topic of interest(9).
The question of research guiding the work presented was formulated according to the nomenclature PI (C) O:
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What is the Result of Intervention (O) Therapeutic Touch (I) in the Newborn (P)?
The researcher must define his/ her question very precisely; since it is from this that everything that integrates the methodology is based(10).
A good systematic review requires a well-formulated and clear question(9).
With this RSL we intend to know if the application of TT therapy produces results in the
newborn, and to produce, what they are and in what form they are manifested. It is also
intended to achieve the result that TT is a non-invasive, non-pharmacological way to promote the newborn’s well-being.
We analyzed the contributions of the research carried out between January 1995 and May
2016, in order to understand the effect and performance of TT and human responses (newborns). The search for evidence begins with the definition of terms or keywords, followed by search strategies, definition of databases and other sources of information to be
investigated(9).
The following is a description of the methodological procedures used in this RSL, then the
presentation of the results, with a reflective analysis and discussion of the same. Finally,
the final considerations have arisen.
The entire document was elaborated and drafted in the Vancouver style and the Joanna
Briggs protocol(11).

METHODS
The research for the preparation of this review had as reference the methodology recommended by the protocol of Joanna Briggs.
From the research question: “What is the result of Therapeutic Touch Intervention in the
Newborn?” To answer this question, we included studies that address the application of TT
in pediatrics. Thorough research and a critical appreciation of all the evidence should be
undertaken(10).
In a first step, a research was carried out, through the DeCS - Descriptors in Health Sciences and the National Center for Biotechnology Information, with the objective of identifying the descriptors to be used, selecting Therapeutic Touch, Newborn and Intervention
Results in the English language.
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In a second stage, the phases of the project that led to this RSL were defined, from the definition of the starting point, to the selection of research databases, to the descriptors to
be researched, to the selection of studies and analysis of the same.
The question of research was defined based on the clarification PI (C) O - Participants,
Interventions, (Comparisons) and Outcomes, (Joanna Briggs Institute, 2014): What was the
result of intervention (O) TT (I) in the newborn (P)?
Inclusion and exclusion criteria were developed and applied. As well as inclusion criteria,
it was defined to include studies that responded to the theme, in the format of full text and
accessible, published in the last 21 years, in Portuguese, Spanish or English. As exclusion
criteria, it was decided to reject articles that lacked information to meet the criteria of
PI[C]O - Participants, Interventions, Comparisons, Outcomes, that did not respond to the
theme and studies carried out in animals. It was decided to define such a long period of
time, to counteract the paucity of studies found, which could compromise the quality of
the research.
Next, a research was carried out on the platform of the Online Knowledge Library (Biblioteca do Conhecimento Online/B-On), having accessed the electronic databases, Academic
Onefile, Expanded Academic ASAP, Sciences Direct, MedicLatina, CINAHL Plus with full
text, MEDLINE and Scopus®.
After the introduction of the search expression consisting of the descriptors and Boolean
Therapeutic Touch AND Intervention Results AND Newborn, 237 results were obtained, from
them 58 were repeated. The remainder was distributed in the following way by the electronic databases: Academic Onefile - 8; Expanded Academic ASAP - 9; Sciences Direct - 31;
MedicLatina-13; CINAHL Plus with full text - 70; MEDLINE-48, Scopus®-8.
179 abstracts were read out, from them 18 were included, after selection according to the
inclusion and exclusion criteria previously mentioned. After reading these 18 articles in
full, it was verified that there were 10 studies that did not respond to the desired theme,
and were excluded. The following figure illustrates the process of searching and selecting
the articles that made up the universe of this study.
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Platform of Biblioteca
do Conhecimento Online (b-On)

Papers found
N=237

Excluded for repetion
N=58

Prone to abstract reading
N=179

Academic
Oneﬁle
N=8

Expanded
Academic ASAP
N=9

Sciences
Direct
N=31

MedicLatina
N=13

CINAHL Plus
with full text
N=70

MEDLINE
N= 48

Excluded after
analysis of abstract
N=161

Potentially Relevant
N=18
Excluded after
full reading
N=10
Selected
N=8

Sciences Direct
N=4

CINAHL Plus
with full text
N=2

Scopus®
N=2

Figure 1 – Search process and selection of articles.
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To complement the research previously described, SciElo and the Google Scholar search
device were also accessed. This selection was made by search mode Boolean/phrase but
did not obtain satisfactory results.
Thus, for this RSL, 8 articles will be analyzed, 4 of them selected from the database Science
Direct, 2 from Scopus® and the other 2 from CINAHL Plus with full text.
They are presented in the following table.
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Table 1 - Summary of the sample studies
Study

Authors
(Year), Country

Design,
Purpose of the study

Participants

Method,
Interventions

Results
The gentle touch in neonatology calmed

E1

Talton, Cynthia

Literature review.

N=9 references

(1995) USA

Studies that addressed the touch as

babies before and after procedures and

a complementary therapy in health.

facilitated their feeding, leading to earlier
weights by gaining weight more easily.
Premature babies had lower

E2

Field, Tiffany

Literature review.

N=109 references

(2010) USA

E3

Recent research analysis on the touch
on human care.

cortisol levels after being on their
respective mothers’ lap.

It is a qualitative,

The infants who have TT had more

descriptive-exploratory

controlled heart and respiratory rates,

study. It explores the

N=5 Nurses

nature of the use of

who practiced

Telephone or face-to-face interviews

coordination in sucking, swallowing and

Hanley, Mary

therapeutic touch (TT)

therapeutic touch

with written narratives that describe

breathing, as well as a better ability to

(2008) USA

in preterm infants and

to preterm infants

the use of therapeutic touch

interact with the environment. The nurses

describes a treatment

during several

by nurses in preterm infants.

described that in some infants they felt

process based on TT

years of experience

had more ability to rest, improved

changes in energy field patterns - more

for this population.

coherent and more integrated.
The gentle touch has immediate effects like:
it reduces the levels of motor activity
and suffering, which the author says it can
Studies that addressed the effects of touch

E4

Harrison, Lynda

Literature review.

(2001) USA

N=66 references

promote comfort. It has no harmful effects

and massage on preterm infants admitted

on heart rate or oximetry, which suggests

to Neonatal Intensive Care Units.

safety in the application to these babies. It
reduces apnea, improves oximetry, improves
and promotes gains in development.
However, the author states that some
children may react badly to touch.
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Table 1 - Summary of the sample studies
Study

Authors
(Year), Country

Design,
Purpose of the study

Participants

Method,
Interventions

Results

Three groups were formed: one
a control group, one in which newborns
It is a randomized and
controlled study.
E5

N=25

were bandaged and another in which

The decrease in oximetry was higher in the

the heel was heated.

bandaging group; The increase

Shu, Shao-Hui [et al]

To determine the

Newborns from a

Heart rate, oximetry, and pain were

in the NIPS value in the control group was

(2013) Taiwan

effectiveness of bonding

district hospital in

evaluated through NIPS and the duration

significantly higher than in the packing

and The United

and heel heating of

Taiwan

of crying. An increased heart rate and

group; Recovery in heart rate was longer in

Kingdom

newborns in response

decreased oximetry were considered

the control and wrapping groups than in

to pain for heel bite.

to indicate reactivity to pain, and that

heel warming; The crying duration in the

a longer duration of recovery

control group was higher

of these values indicated a greater

in the remaining two groups.

pain recovery.
It is an
experimental study.

There were significant differences between

To evaluate the effect of
E6

Ozdemir, Funda

the experimental and control groups

contact with the mother's

N=97 Premature

Three groups were formed: the contact

e Tufekci, Fatma

odor, flexion position

babies in a Neonatal

with the mother's odor, the flexion

this difference was associated with the

(2013) Turkey

(alternation of decubitus

Intensive Care Unit

and the control. Babies were

mother odor contact group (infants with

In terms of weight, height and length, and

with U-shaped cushion) in

monitored until discharge And

higher weight at discharge but in

the growth and duration

anthropometric data were recorded.

Length, there was not difference). The

of hospitalization in

duration of hospitalization was lower in the

preterm infants.

experimental groups.
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Table 1 - Summary of the sample studies
Study

Authors
(Year), Country

Design,
Purpose of the study

Participants

Method,
Interventions

Results
Skin-to-skin contact or Kangaroo Technique
maintains thermos-regulation, improves
sleep, reduces reactivity to invasive
procedures such as the heel prick, and
conserves energy for growth and healing,
not only for full-term babies but also for
low-birth-weight infants who require

E7

Bigsby, Rose

Literature review.

N=20 references

(2010) USA

Studies that refer the support

ventilatory support. The Kangaroo

interventions for the child

Technique improves the mother's sense of

neurobehavioral development.

well-being and it is associated with higher
cognitive and motor levels in the Bayley
Scales of Infant Development. Another
intervention in painful procedures is the
snuggling or restraint. The presence of
parents during invasive interventions
promotes the baby's comfort, especially if
the parent is holding him or her.
Containment can be a way to provide
stability for the baby in the NICU,
and it makes parents to be confident.
The Kangaroo technique facilitates sensory
development and promotes the mother-child

E8

Bond, Cherry

Literature review.

(2002) The United
Kingdom

N=86 references

Studies that addressed the Positive Touch

relationship. Providing restraint during

as intervention for infants admitted to

techniques and examinations promotes

Neonatal Intensive Care Units (NICU).

the comfort and well-being of the baby
(for example in a bending position),
Or it allows the baby to grab a finger,
or part of a blanket. Providing rest
periods during invasive procedures
or providing pacifiers or something
to suck are other interventions.
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RESULTS
From the articles selected, we found eight that fulfilled the inclusion criteria. In relation
to the level of scientific evidence, three have high scientific quality and five are literature
review. The studies by Ozdemir, Funda and Tufekci, Fatma (2013) and Shu, Shao-Hui [et al]
(2013), are experimental studies with non-random groups and are considered Level II. The
study by Hanley, Mary (2008), is a non-experimental study, and is considered Level IV.
The remaining five studies, Talton, Cynthia (1995), Field, Tiffany (2010), Harrison, Lynda
(2001), Bigsby, Rose (2010) and Bond, Cherry (2002) are literature reviews with descriptive
and qualitative studies and Expert Reports, and are considered Level V.
All the studies analyzed in this RSL show that TT brings benefits to the newborn with incidence on: feeding; Weight increase; Vital parameters; Sleep and rest; Decreased pain; Interaction with the environment; Adaptation to ventilatory support; Sensory development
and mother-child relationship.
Several types of TT were identified that could be applied to infants in the studies included
in the present RSL: the gentle touch (12,13), the lap (13), the bandage (16, 18), the contact with the
mother’s odor (17), the Kangaroo Technique (18, 19), beyond the touch referred by the authors
as Therapeutic(14) but which was not specified.
Talton(12), in a literature review that brought together studies that approached touch as a
complementary health therapy, reports that the gentle touch applied in neonatology calmed babies before and after nursing procedures and facilitated their feeding, leading to
discharge faster for gaining weight easily.
Field(13), in a recent research analysis of the touch on human care, concludes that preterm
babies had lower cortisol levels after being on their mothers’ lap.
Hanley(14), through interviews with 5 experienced nurses, conducted a study to explore the
nature of TT use in preterm infants. As a result, TT infants had more controlled heart and
respiratory rates, were able to rest, improved coordination in suction, swallowing, and breathing, as well as an improved ability to interact with the environment. The nurses also
described that in some infants they felt changes in energy field patterns - more coherent
and more integrated.
Harrison(15), in a literature review that brought together studies that addressed the effects
of toot and massage on preterm infants admitted to Neonatal Intensive Care Units, notes
that the gentle touch has immediate effects such as: it reduces motor activity and suffering, which the author says it can promote comfort. It has no harmful effects on heart
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rate or oximetry, which suggests safety in the application to these babies. It reduces apnea,
improves oximetry, improves weight gain and promotes development gains. However, the
author states that some children may react badly to touch.
Several authors (16) have carried out a study to determine the efficacy of heel infusion and
heating of the newborn in the response to pain during heel prick. Heart rate, oximetry,
pain through NIPS and duration of crying were evaluated. An increased heart rate and
decreased oximetry were thought to indicate reactivity to pain. They concluded that the
decrease in oximetry was higher in the bandaging group; The increase in NIPS value in
the control group was significantly higher than in the bandage group; Cardiac frequency
recovery was more time consuming in the control and wrapping groups than in heel warming; The crying time in the control group was higher than in the remaining two groups.
Ozdemir(17) performed a study to evaluate the effect of contact with the mother’s odor, position of flexion (alternation of decubitus with U-cushion) in the growth and duration of
hospitalization in premature babies. Infants were monitored until discharge and anthropometric data were recorded. It was concluded that there were significant differences between the experimental and control groups in terms of weight, height and length, and this
difference was associated with the contact group to the mother’s odor (Infants with higher
weight at discharge but at the level of length there were not differences). The duration of
hospitalization was lower in the experimental groups.
Bigsby(18), in a literature review that gathered studies on supportive interventions for child
neurobehavioral development, has shown that skin-to-skin contact or Kangaroo Technique maintains thermoregulation, improves sleep, reduces reattachment to invasive procedures such as a heel prick, and conserves energy for growth and healing, not only for
full-term babies but also for low-birth-weight infants who require ventilatory support.
Another intervention in painful procedures is the snuggling or restraint. The presence of
parents during invasive interventions promotes the baby’s comfort, especially if the parent is holding him or her.
Bond(19), in a literature review that gathered studies addressing Positive Touch as an intervention for infants admitted to Neonatal Intensive Care Units, notes that contention may
be a way of providing stability for the infant interned in the NICU, and enables parents to
gain confidence by facilitating sensory development and promotion of the mother-child
relationship.
Thus, in general, it can be concluded that the Therapeutic Touch has beneficial effects for
the baby:
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- Soothing before and after procedures(12), decreases pain(16), reduces motor activity(15,18), decreases cortisol level(13); It facilitates feeding(12), sucking/deglutition(14) and consequently
weight gain (12,17); It stabilizes the vital signs (14,15); Promotes rest (16); Facilitates the motherchild relationship (19); Improves interaction with the environment (14); Promotes sensory development(19); It conserves energy for growth and healing(18).
The effects/benefits found in the studies refer to the physical, psychological and spiritual
dimensions of the baby.

CONCLUSIONS
The research was carried out for TT effect in the newborn, regardless of his condition, due
to the lack of studies which shows evidence of TT intervention in abdominal cramps.
There are more and more studies about other ages of the human being’s life, but with
newborn there is an enormous lack that conditions the evidence of what is perceived by
the “common sense”: the welfare provided by the TT. Here is the suggestion to carry out
more studies about this therapy, to value and to give visibility to its beneficial effects on
the individual, whatever his age.
More and more, the researches about the use of TT have been developed to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the intervention in reducing signs and symptoms related to various
diseases(20).
Thus, it is concluded that TT shows the following benefits in the baby: it has a calming
effect before and after procedures (12), decreases pain (16), reduces motor activity (15,18), decreases level of cortisol(13), facilitates feeding(12), suction/deglutition(14) and, consequently, weight
gain(12, 17), stabilizes vital signs(14), promotes rest(16), facilitates the mother-child relationship(19),
improves interaction with the environment(14), promotes sensory development(19) and conserves energy for growth and healing(18).
The studies analyzed for this RSL, all of them, are unanimous in the benefits that the TT
brings to the child and, consequently, to their parents, as they relax after feeling their
children comfortable and well-being provided by a non-invasive and non-pharmacological therapy, as the case of TT is.
Touch has been related to one of the most important forms of non-verbal and can send
positive and negative messages to people. Touch can convey feelings of sympathy, interest, concern, and acceptance, safety, contributing to the reduction of anxiety, and providing physical and psychological well-being(21).
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